Good morning everyone,
It seems to me that once the dark nights
begin to close in we are suddenly
freewheeling toward Christmas without the
benefit of any brakes!
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With a little over two months left now I await
news from mums & dads on what to buy my
great nephews & nieces for Christmas this
year, so I can make a start.
Fortunately the eldest phoned me to tell me
she had passed her eleven plus the other
evening, so I was able to ask her to have a
think about what she would like, & to ask her
little sister too, sadly neither believe in the
magic any longer.

Sunday, October 14, 2018
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Image 1: We are around half way through the
current paper collection upload now, so still a
couple of weeks to run on that.
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Image 2: When I did the Christmas design set
recently it inspired me to do this design sheet
too, so there is a full image of the man
himself, a cameo, a triptych, four little heart
shaped images & a little card.
Image 3: The third of these paper quad sets
now & as you can see this one features one
of my favourite flowers, the poppy. So again I
teamed two floral papers from other sets
together with a polka dot & a striped paper to
create the set of four.
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Image 4: Something from the rose files now with this
pretty rose cameo decoupage.
Image 5: There is a full print paper that also accompanies
this particular rose, but I really like how the single rose
background worked out.
Image 6: Another of those card kits using photographs of
cake! I really had fun putting these together; it was just
nice to work with a different image format for a change.
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Image 7: Coming to the end of the Vintage Office file now
with this sheet of embellishments in various sizes. Again I
coloured in the roses around the machine & then used the
computer, as I do when I am creating the paper
collections, to manipulate the original colour.
Image 8: Another of those images that I deconstructed &
then put a new background behind in order to centre the
oval so I could go ahead & decoupage it.
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This particular image was printed onto watercolour paper
so has a wonderful textural look that I wish I could
recreate on the computer to use on other images, but
sadly I haven’t figured out how to do that as yet!
Image 9: Another set of toppers that I extended the
backgrounds on, this time in order to print the lyrics to
Christmas carols alongside.
Image 10: The bonus sheet for today is the third sheet of
extra’s cut from the current paper collection, with this &
the final one I chose to go for stamping panels rather than
tags.

Rita x

